**Wines**

**AMEZTOI, GETARIOKO TXAKOLINA RUBENTIS, HONDARRABI BELTA/ZURI 2017, TXOKOLÍ DE GETARIA, SP $40**

A lively bubbly with notes of pear, quince, orange peel and toast

**MATTHIASSON, GRENACHE/SYRAH/MOUVÈDRE/COUNOISE 2017, NAPA, CALIFORNIA $62**

Whole-cluster fermentation in stainless steel shows a wine of deep citrus aromas and clean flavors of peach, strawberry and watermelon

**DOM DOGO PADEIRO, AZAL 2017, VINHO VERDE, PT $36**

A touch of sweetness to balance lively acidity and a hint of effervescence

**DOMAINE TEMPIER, MOURVÈDRE/GRENACHE/CINSAULT 2017, BANDOL, FR $122**

Silky and seamless, with fresh and elegant notes of ripe peach, watermelon and gooseberry. Mineral on the finish with a lovely spice fragrance

**RAVENTOS I BLANC, ‘DE NIT,’ BRUT ROSÉ, XAREL-LO/MACABEO/MONASTRELL 2016, CAVA, SP $50**

A very dry rosé made from old vines with great elegance, minerality and charm

**PIERRE GIMONNET & FILS, 1ER CRU, CHARDONNAY/PINOT NOIR $122**

Complex and mineral, with juicy notes of tangerine, raspberry and white pepper

**FRANÇOIS DILIGENT, PINOT NOIR NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $92**

Clean and precise, shows notes of crisp apples, orange, Meyer lemon and chalk

**BILLECART SALMON, BRUT ROSÉ, CHARDONNAY/PINOT NOIR/PINOT MEUNIER NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $158**

Soft and supple with complex minerality and bright acidity, finished by a lovely strawberry shortcake note

**VEUVE CLICQUOT, BRUT RÉSERVE, PINOT NOIR/PINOT MEUNIER NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $120**

The classic yellow label, driven by citrus fruit and the complex structure of Pinot Noir

**PIERRE GIMONNET & FILS, 1ER CRU, CHARDONNAY/PINOT NOIR $122**

Complex and mineral, with juicy notes of tangerine, raspberry and white pepper

**KRUG, GRANDE CUVÉE, CHARDONNAY/PINOT NOIR/PINOT MEUNIER NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $420**

Over 20 years are needed to craft each bottle for exceptional finesse and luxury

**RAVENTOS I BLANC, ‘DE NIT,’ BRUT ROSÉ, XAREL-LO/MACABEO/PINOT MEUNIER $50**

A very dry rosé made from old vines with great elegance, minerality and charm

**DOMAINE OTT, ‘CHÂTEAU DE SELLE’, GRENACHE/CINSAULT/SYRAH/CABERNET SAUVIGNON NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $102**

Silky and seamless, with fresh and elegant notes of ripe peach, watermelon and gooseberry. Mineral on the finish with a lovely spice fragrance

**SCHRAMSBERG VINEYARDS, BLANC DE BLANCS, CHARDONNAY 2016, NORTH COAST, CALIFORNIA $86**

Traditional champagne method sparkling from the US showing great complexity and minerality

**DOMAINE PIERRE GUINDON, GAMAY 2016, COTEaux D’ANCENIS, FR $40**

A mineral core that comes through with warm cherry fruit and a hint of apple skin on the finish

**DOMAINE TEMPIER, MOURVÈDRE/GRENACHE/CINSAILT 2016, CÔTES DE PROVENCE, FR $97**

One can almost picture themselves on the beautiful Côte d’Azur while sipping on this beautiful, classic Provençal rosé

**DOMAINE OTT, ‘CHÂTEAU DE SELLE’, GRENACHE/CINSAILT/SYRAH/CABERNET SAUVIGNON NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $102**

Sily and seamless, with fresh and elegant notes of ripe peach, watermelon and gooseberry. Mineral on the finish with a lovely spice fragrance

---

**Sparkling**

**SCARPETTA, GLERA 2017, PROSECCO, IT $48**

Honeysuckle and green apple highlighted with notes of melon and hazelnut

**GRAMONA, ‘IMPERIAL’, XAREL-LO/MACABEO/CHARDONNAY 2013, CAVA, SP $62**

Lemon, pear and honeysuckle balanced with bracing acidity and richness

**SCHRAMSBERG VINEYARDS, BLANC DE BLANCS, CHARDONNAY 2016, NORTH COAST, CALIFORNIA $86**

Traditional champagne method sparkling from the US showing great complexity and minerality

**FRANÇOIS DILIGENT, PINOT NOIR NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $92**

Clean and precise, shows notes of crisp apples, orange, Meyer lemon and chalk

**BILLECART SALMON, BRUT ROSÉ, CHARDONNAY/PINOT NOIR/PINOT MEUNIER NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $158**

Soft and supple with complex minerality and bright acidity, finished by a lovely strawberry shortcake note

---

**Rosé**

**BODEGAS CASTAÑO, MONASTRELL 2017, YECLA, SP $10/40**

Refreshing and loaded with cherry and raspberry flavors with just a hint of herbal aromas

**J.K. CARRIERE, ‘GLASS’, PINOT NOIR 2017, WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON $62**

Pale with notes of lime zest and melon, it explodes with acid and minerality

**DOMAINE OTT, ‘CHÂTEAU DE SELLE’, GRENACHE/CINSAILT/SYRAH/CABERNET SAUVIGNON NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $102**

Sily and seamless, with fresh and elegant notes of ripe peach, watermelon and gooseberry. Mineral on the finish with a lovely spice fragrance

---

**By The Glass**

**SCARPETTA, GLERA 2017, PROSECCO, IT $48**

Honeysuckle and green apple highlighted with notes of melon and hazelnut

**GRAMONA, ‘IMPERIAL’, XAREL-LO/MACABEO/CHARDONNAY 2013, CAVA, SP $62**

Lemon, pear and honeysuckle balanced with bracing acidity and richness

**SCHRAMSBERG VINEYARDS, BLANC DE BLANCS, CHARDONNAY 2016, NORTH COAST, CALIFORNIA $86**

Traditional champagne method sparkling from the US showing great complexity and minerality

**FRANÇOIS DILIGENT, PINOT NOIR NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $92**

Clean and precise, shows notes of crisp apples, orange, Meyer lemon and chalk

**BILLECART SALMON, BRUT ROSÉ, CHARDONNAY/PINOT NOIR/PINOT MEUNIER NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $158**

Soft and supple with complex minerality and bright acidity, finished by a lovely strawberry shortcake note

---

**Sparkling**

**SCARPETTA, GLERA 2017, PROSECCO, IT $48**

Honeysuckle and green apple highlighted with notes of melon and hazelnut

**GRAMONA, ‘IMPERIAL’, XAREL-LO/MACABEO/CHARDONNAY 2013, CAVA, SP $62**

Lemon, pear and honeysuckle balanced with bracing acidity and richness

**SCHRAMSBERG VINEYARDS, BLANC DE BLANCS, CHARDONNAY 2016, NORTH COAST, CALIFORNIA $86**

Traditional champagne method sparkling from the US showing great complexity and minerality

**FRANÇOIS DILIGENT, PINOT NOIR NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $92**

Clean and precise, shows notes of crisp apples, orange, Meyer lemon and chalk

**BILLECART SALMON, BRUT ROSÉ, CHARDONNAY/PINOT NOIR/PINOT MEUNIER NV, CHAMPAGNE, FR $158**

Soft and supple with complex minerality and bright acidity, finished by a lovely strawberry shortcake note
**Whites**

**ADEGA EIDOS, 'CONTRAFAREDE', ALBANÍN**
2017, RÍAS BAIXAS, SP
$70

A complex nose with aromas of quince and pear. A serious wine with restraint, balanced and integrated acidity.

**CVNE, 'MONOPOLE CLÁSICO', VIURA/MANZANILLA**
2015, ROJA, SP
$58

Vinya finchished with Manzanilla sherry for a unique marriage of sea breeze, pineapple and apricot.

**DR. LOSSEN, 'WEHLENEN SONNENHUR', SPÁTLESE, RIESLING**
2015, MOSEL, DE
$68

Semi-sweet wine with notes of candied ginger, honey and tangerine, balanced by bracing acidity.

**PELLE FENTE, PINOT GRIS**
2013, WILLAMETTE VALLEY, OREGON
$62

Complex, nuanced wines that is medium bodied with a nice balance of concentration and freshness.

**VILLA MARIA, 'PRIVATE BIN', SAUVIGNON BLANC**
2017, MARLBOROUGH, NZ
$43

Fresh guava, grapefruit and lively juiciness for a very quaffable sipper.

**VINA LEYDA, 'LOT 4', SAUVIGNON BLANC**
2013, ACONCAGUA, CH
$56

Elegant and floral with subtle herbal hints and strong notes of grapefruit and lime.

**ROBIN, 'AMONITITES', SAUVIGNON BLANC**
2013, SANCERRE, FR
$72

Fresh apple and orange blossoms give way to a zesty wine from the famous Sancerres vineyards.

**BODEGAS SAINTIZENZ, 'KILKA', TORKOINTES**
2015, VALLE DE UCO, MENDOZA, AR
$40

An interesting bouquet of jasmine, lychee and orange peel balanced with lovely brightness on the palate.

**BELONDRADE, 'QUINTA APOLONIA', VERDEJO**
2016, CASTILLA Y LÉON, SP
$62

Three months of aging in French oak provides richness to notes of stone fruits, peach skin and minerality.

**M.O.B., 'BRanco', ENCURZADO/NICAL**
2015, DÃO, BEIRAS, PT
$57

A beautiful golden color with a nose of flint and minerality, arising among white fruit and flowery aromas.

**LOS ASTRALES, GODELLO**
2011, VALDEORRAS, SP
$120

Expansive aromas of apricot and peach, melon and minerals carry a floral overtone and hints of toasted bread.

**ANIMA NEGRA, 'QUIBA', CALLER/PREMIAL**
2016, MALLORCA, SP
$60

Aromas of white peach, sea breeze and jasmine with a palate of silky, oily oil and anise spice.

**HERENCIA ALTÉS, 'LA SERRA BLANC', GARNATXA BLANCA**
2016, TERRA ALTA, SP
$43

Low-yielding vines planted on chalky and sandy limestone soils, aged in foudre for a dense expression of the variety.

**WINE AND SOUL, 'GURU', WHITE BLEND**
2015, DUROJO, PT
$89

An elegant and exhibits grapefruit and mineral aromas with flavors warmed by oak contact.

**VINOS DE BENJAMIN ROMEO, 'QUÉ BONITO CACABEDE', GARNACHA BLANCA/MACVASHA/VIVAR**
2014, ROJA, SP
$138

An abundance of spicy vanilla and cinnamon with subtle smokiness of clove and heather.

**MICHAEL SHAPS, VIDOGNER**
2016, CHARLOTTSTVILLE, VIRGINIA
$57

Stainless steel fermentation for a lively wine that is richly textured and layered with citrus, stone and tropical fruits.

**MOREAU-MAUDET, CHARDONNAY**
2015, CHARRAS, BURGUNDY, FR
$64

Intense floral and orchard fruit behind a pile of wet stone minerality. A symphony of new oak layer on balance and richness.

**NEWTON WINES, 'SKYESE', CHARDONNAY**
2016, SONOMA, CALIFORNIA
$90

Vibrant aromas of honeydew with peach, baked apple and subtle oak notes.

**CATENA ZAPATA, 'WHITE STONES ADRIANNA VINEYARD', CHARDONNAY**
2013, MENDOZA, AR
$163

Named for the white, oval stones beneath the vines, this is Mendoza's most luxurious expression of the Chardonnay grape.

**NICKEL & NICKEL, 'TRUCHARD VINEYARD', CHARDONNAY**
2014, CARNEIRO, CALIFORNIA
$128

The Truchard Vineyard benefits from beautiful sun exposition and a cooling night fog, creating tension of ripe pineapple and bold spice.